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NEW SOUTH WALES AUSTRALIAN FOOTBALL
HISTORY SOCIETY Inc
President’s Report
Firstly, to all members, thank you for remaining with us and supporting this organisation.
I can say with all confidence that the NSW Football History Society is unique amongst football codes
and it would be reasonable to assume in the Australian Sporting World itself.
We, as with everyone in the country, have been affected by Covid. Initially our venue at Magpie
Sports was closed for six weeks last year then the numbers attending our weekly working bee
reduced significantly presumably because of the fear of being infected. Nevertheless a few of us
battled on following the purchase of masks and hand sanitiser etc. We ensure Covid safe practice
are followed.
In the background and from our homes, work continued because we were still getting donations of
items and our website and Facebook sites were being updated. Beside this we had to answer the
never-ending list of inquiries then deal with the inaccessibility to our email address.
So the year 2020 has been a slow journey for everyone.
Premises
Nothing has changed with the premises apart from the installation of a 300mm high centre line of
shelving partition which now runs down amid the four tables in the centre of the room.
We would still like a bit more space where we are (upstairs at the back of the club over where the
old stage used to be). We are willing to pay for an extension and would configure it in such a way
that any new partition wall could be removed with little bother. The day is coming when we will
need this extra space. (this is repeated from our last report)
Committee
We were one down on our committee in 2020. It just
goes to show that Tom Mahon’s shoes were hard to
fill.
Again, because of Covid our meetings were few and
far between and those on the committee had to trust
in others who had to make immediate decisions at
times. In all cases though, such decisions were
conveyed to the others vide email.
It was difficult to operate as a working group particularly mid-year when we were told that the
Magpie Sports Club would be closing until further notice. As I mentioned, I think we didn’t get into
the offices for about six consecutive weeks or so after that and even then it was under restrictive
conditions and times.
We had one Zoom committee meeting, that is via the internet, with everyone at home during the
dark days of the year, which went OK. The other two were held were face to face but again, the
pandemic severely restricted our ability to meet and work. I hope and anticipate that this will all
change shortly,
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Jenny has notified us that she is not standing again for the committee and I want to take this
opportunity to acknowledge the contribution and commitment she has shown during her time on
the executive. She will be sorely missed.
That does mean that not only will we be looking for a replacement as well as filling the other
vacancy on the committee we will be seeking someone to take over the role of memberships officer
and recording manager.
AFLNSWACT Relationship
We enjoyed a fruitful relationship with AFLNSWACT in 2020 mostly through the agency of League
employee, Cameron Borgas.
The League’s staff was severely reduced because of covid and those who were kept on were forced
to work from home. We lost our link at the office, Jonathan Drennan who was the state manager for
media and communications. He like many was not re-engaged when restrictions were eased. In fact
the league consolidated all positions throughout the state with the total number of employees
having been significantly decreased.
As per our agreement with the AFLNSWACT, we received our annual payment of our $5,000 and this
was at a period when times were tough for the organisation. We appreciate the support.
This money is an annual grant which we put to good use and in particular funnel much of it towards
enhancing and upgrading our website and related issues. We will be looking to drive it further come
the next 12 months.
Most recently the position of CEO of the AFLNSWACT has changed. It is now headed by Tiffany
Robertson.
Tiffany has worked at AFL NSW/ACT for over 4.5 years, having previously led various departments
including Media & Marketing, Participation and large Regional Development teams.
Prior to joining the AFL, Tiffany worked for Tennis Australia leading marketing, communications,
sponsorship and event operations in NSW for the Sydney International and FAST4 Tennis Exhibition
Series. She also implemented key participation products in NSW and spearheaded Tennis NSW
marketing and communications strategy to its local club and participant network.
Tiffany’s sports business career began in New York with the National Football League (NFL) as an
intern out of college where she competed as a division one student athlete in tennis for the New
Mexico Lobos. Tiffany spent six years with the NFL in Marketing and Events and later in their
Communications team working four Super Bowl’s during her career. Other highlights of her tenure
included implementing the NFL community and CSR platform ‘PLAY 60’ and receiving the
Commissioner’s Innovation Award for building a web-based system to capture the impact of the
NFL’s philanthropic donations.
Tiffany holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in Mass Communication and Criminology and still regularly
participates in tennis, golf and running events.
So now you know a bit about the AFLNSWACT CEO.
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Our Computer Programmes and Hardware
In last year’s report I mentioned about the system we use to record and store the
items that come into our possession which we consider significant to the game in
NSW.
We use a computer programme called ‘Tabularium’. I am happy to report that our treasurer, John
Addison has worked like a demon remodelling this platform so that when scanning and registering
material, it automatically appears on our website as part of our collection. This is also the case when
larger items are just registered. John is now looking to further modify the programme.
He has done an excellent job with this and is to be commended for his work.
Our programmer, Ryan, is still working on upgrading and amending our website, in particular, the
areas that contain players, umpires, leagues, clubs, grounds, interstate results etc. These are our
databases. Yes this has been ongoing for some time but I can again report that the situation has
advanced somewhat since last year.
We are expecting big things in this area in the next few months, so much so that we hope to
outsource the work of updating leagues and club information to their own particular domestic
people which should save us a good deal of work.
We have not purchased any new hardware in the 12 months of last year but at the time of compiling
this report the office printer was recently replaced.
Our New Book
We are almost at the publishing stage of a 250 page book which outlines the history of Australian
Football mostly in Sydney between 1877-1895.
When I was young and reading from the documents mostly compiled by the then league secretary,
Ken Ferguson, I thought football started in Sydney in 1926. I later found that the NSW Football
League was established in 1903. I had no idea that football was played in an organised manner in
Sydney prior to this. This is why I set about to discover the when, whys and hows of the game in
that period and in particular, why it failed.
If you are a footy buff, then it’s a good read; it answers a lot of questions but it’s mostly an academic
look at the game in that era and contains a lot of facts and figures and also identifying a number of
people.
We hope to have the publication on sale mid-year.
Ray Millington
One person who may have escaped the eye of Sydney football over the years is Ray Millington. Ray
was a player with the former Eastern Suburbs Club in the early fifties after learning his football on
Moore Park from age 16.
He went on to play for Fitzroy, first grade Rugby Union with Randwick and first grade Rugby League
with the Eastern Suburbs Club for two seasons. He also represented the state at basketball and
athletics.
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This outstanding sportsman is a member of the Society and we have been fortunate to have him
interviewed about his sporting career which has been placed on our website under ‘Podcasts’.
Membership of the Society
We are always having people join and others not renew their membership, fortunately the former
leads the way.
Again, members receive an automatic notification by email that their renewal is due. They receive a
further email if they do not react to the first and if they decide not to renew, their membership then
lapses.
When renewing online, our ‘off the shelf system’ requires members or new followers to pay by
PayPal. However when you open the payment section it also offers to receive payment by a credit
or debit card. We are also looking to our new memberships officer to find an easier way to tackle the
situation for those members who are not contactable through email. An account of a regular report
we automatically receive from this programme is shown later in this publication.
The member number at the end of 2020 was 90 which is a slight increase on the previous year’s
total. The fee has not changed and we find that most pay or renew at the $40 or $50 level for a
continuous period. The payment of $250 at the benefactor category whilst obviously more
expensive, does away with the fussing over renewals and is membership for life.
One issue with membership is deceased participants. If the family does not inform us of his or her
passing then we unfortunately continue to maintain contact with them. As an aside, we do not
normally record the deaths of past officials or footballers from around the state. This is because of
the number and that we do not want to favour one person or section over another.
Football Records and Budgets
If you want to read about football in your area of New South Wales and your particular league
produced a Football Record (branded as Football Budgets in Broken Hill) you will be happy to know
we have scanned and posted literally thousands of these publications dating back to 1927 and they
are accessible on our website. Further to that, we hope to soon upload more. However if you have
copies that are not on our list please contact us with a view of scanning and uploading yours. These
will be returned to you when finished.
New South Wales Hall of Fame
This AFLNSWACT project has been marking time because of covid. A gala
function was to be held in Sydney last year where 140 selected personnel
were to be inducted into the NSW Hall of Fame.
The names of the 140 have been agreed to according to the formula set by
the league. Ten or so of these will be named as legends.
The function kept being put back and when covid really hit it then it was
decided to postpone it to this year. Proposals of holding several alternate
regional functions were discussed but not confirmed.
Now into 2021 the function has once again been put off, this time until around mid 2022 when the
covid issue might be more settled.
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Meetings of the committee in relation to the Hall of Fame were held online during 2020 and into
2021.
Email Issues
Because several on the committee can no longer access the original email address of
History.nsw@afl.com.au the committee decided to go with its own separate address and now holds
the email contact of history.nsw@nswfootballhistory.com.au. We have also lost our one terabyte
of cloud storage through the AFL’s platform but for a small fee have activated our own and are
slowly moving data from our computers to this storage facility.
Public Risk Policy
Under the umbrella of the AFL we benefit from the availability of the AFL’s insurer, JLT Insurance –
now Marsh Pty Ltd with the cover of public risk. This gesture is most certainly appreciated.
Items at the State Library of NSW
We may have reported on this previously; before we were incorporated and prior to us taking up
accommodation at Magpie Sports, the material we had collected was stored in peoples’ garages.
These items were in due course given to the State Library of NSW, mostly for safe keeping. Trouble
is that when we handed it over, and there were many boxes of these articles and objects, we also
handed over ownership of them.
We have negotiated with the library for access to this material which we were given a couple of
years ago and at the time managed to copy the titles of the relative items that we considered
significant to our cause. Still, it is not ours. However there is a glimmer of hope that we may be able
to copy the reading matter which we could then retain for our own purposes.
In the meantime the library has returned to us all the duplicate material they have of those items
which are ready to be recorded and stored at our Croydon Park site. Hopefully we will scan this
material in the process. We just need someone to do it.
Time On
Our annual publication of stories and book reviews, Time On, was again produced towards the end
of the year and posted out to members. It is a very laborious task going through all the narratives
and removing or amending various passages. The printing too is costly, almost $500 then it’s the
postage, so the publication is not a cheap exercise.
However we will continue with this journal as a postal item but may well change its cover and
general presentation. In saying all that, we hope you liked and appreciated the booklet.
Social Media
Our very popular Facebook site has been joined by an Instagram Account.
This was organised by former committeeman Michael Livingstone who
resides at Sapphire Beach, near Coffs Harbour.
Michael normally copies our Facebook articles and duplicates them onto
Instagram. Now Instagram mostly centres on images so if a particular article is lengthy, it tends to
repeat itself. Nevertheless Instagram is providing a greater reach to those who have an interest in
our football history.
And yes, we also have a Twitter account although this is not used as much.
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Policy and Procedures Manual
A few years ago we embarked on the initiative of establishing a policies and procedure manual and it
is worth mentioning here.
A P & P manual is a written document which provides the when and how of procedures that should
be followed within our organisation.
This does two things, it reminds those involved to trigger or start a certain event. For example our
Annual General Meeting:
1. The date for the AGM needs to be set no later than the preceding December;
2. The notification to members etc. needs to be printed, enveloped and posted within the
required time;
3. The annual report needs to be commenced with various office bearers reminded to prepare
their contributions, so the publication can be collated and printed;
4. The report then needs to be enveloped and posted;
5. A returning officer needs to be organised before the meeting;
6. Following the meeting the required paperwork needs to be completed and together with a
cheque (or online money transfer), needs to be posted off to the Department of Fair
Trading validating our incorporation;
7. A news release needs to be arranged for publication on our website.
Now most of these things appear straight forward but if not written down, people forget and when
they leave an organisation, if these tasks are not recorded, the newly appointed are open to
“reinventing the wheel”.
It would be well advised for all (football) organisations to adopt a P & P Manual and keep it up to
date as time and situations change.
Stories on Our Website
We are indebted to Neil Cordy and of course our vice president, Rod Gillett for the excellent work
they have contributed to the stories on people and clubs which have been published on our website.
These have been replicated on our Facebook site which have proved extremely popular.
Clubs and Leagues in NSW
One item we nearly forgot to mention was the harvesting of the existence of various
Leagues/Associations and clubs that did or do exist in NSW.
Currently from 1880 we have listed 76 leagues and almost 480 clubs in this state with many more to
be added.
We are at times amazed at some clubs that existed in country areas say in the early part of the last
century. Many were simply districts or localities and if you look at today’s map, there is simply
NOTHING there. No houses, no hotel, no shops not even a ground, so the question remains, where
did they play? Even getting from one locality to another would have been a chore. Would they have
travelled by motor vehicle or horse and cart? And the roads. Certainly none would have been
sealed and most probably many were just tracks.
It will be interesting what we find and that’s another job for ‘someone’.
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With the new memberships programme we receive regular automatic updates of membership
numbers and other associated details. A copy of this is shown below:

One issue we have with new programmes and arrangements we have entered into are the logins
and passwords.
These include: bank details, internet connections, domain name records and renewal, website
security details (SSL certificate), certain programmes that we need access to and the list goes on.
Even all our eight computers in the office have an access code.
We do not keep any online but rather in a separate book for that purpose. One not so funny
incident late last year concerned the renewal of our SSL certificate late last year. It was paid but
anyone trying to access our website was shown a notice indicating that it was an unsafe site. Upon
inquiry we found, “yes it had been paid but we hadn’t called them to verify our intent or action. A strange way to
do business. So this was done and the renewing action took place.
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YEAR
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020

PRESIDENT
Ian H Granland OAM
Ian H Granland OAM
Ian H Granland OAM
Ian H Granland OAM
Ian H Granland OAM
Ian H Granland OAM
Ian H Granland OAM
Ian H Granland OAM
Ian H Granland OAM
Ian H Granland OAM

VICE PRESIDENT
Bill Carey
Bill Carey
Bill Carey
Paul Macpherson
Paul Macpherson
Paul Macpherson
Paul Macpherson
Paul Macpherson
Dr Rodney Gillett
Dr Rodney Gillett

SECRETARY
Greg Stewart
Greg Stewart
Heather White
Heather White
Heather White
Heather White
Heather White
Heather White
Paul Macpherson
Paul Macpherson

TREASURER
Ian Wright
Ian Wright
Gus McKernan
Gus McKernan
Gus McKernan
John Addison
John Addison
John Addison
John Addison
John Addison

2020 COMMITTEE MEETING ATTENDANCE
NAME
Ian Granland
Rod Gillett
Paul Macpherson
John Addison
Heather White
Jenny Hancock
Ian Wright
Mandy Keevil

POSSIBLE

ATTENDED

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
1
2
2
3

APOLOGY
2
1
1
-

LEAVE OF ABSENCE
-

One meeting was held over the internet by Zoom

Ian H Granland OAM JP
President
March 2021
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2020 MEMBERS
John Acheson
John Addison
Denis Aitken
Bill Allan
David Alpen
Nick Angelos
John Armstrong
Laurie Axford
Leon Berkelmans
*Ian Blackeby
Raymond Brahe
Brendan Cann
Len Cargeeg
Barry Cheatley––
Peter Clark
Keith Claxton
Richard Colless
Greg Collins
Jim Curran
Robert Danby
Todd Dalton
Robert Davies
Greg de Moore
*Maureen Degnan
John Devaney
Barbara Dickin
David Dighton
Peter Dunn
Iain Dunstan
Michael Fahey
Alan Fleming
Geoff Gamble
Glen Giffen
Rodney Gillett
Ian Gordon
Tom Goss
Warwick Graco
Ian Granland
David Green
*Greg Growden (d’ced)
Peter Hampshire
Jenny Hancock
Greg Harris
Roy Hay
Bruce Hill
Gary Hooker
John Humphries
Bruce Hunter
Chris Huon
Jeanette Jackson

Benefactor
Gold
Gold
Gold
Silver
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Silver
Gold
Silver
Benefactor
Honorary (Patron)
Silver
Silver
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Silver
Gold
Bronze
Bronze
Benefactor
Silver
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Benefactor
Bronze
Gold
Benefactor
Bronze
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Foundation

Foundation
Silver
Gold
Silver
Benefactor
Gold
Gold
Bronze
Gold
Gold
Silver
Gold
Gold
Silver
Gold
Silver
Gold
Silver
Benefactor
Gold
Gold
Benefactor
Gold
Silver
Silver
Bronze
Gold
Gold
Gold

Ron Jackson
Mandy Keevil
Simon Kelly
Peter Kilmister
Michael Livingstone
Violet Livingstone
Bob Ludlow
Robbie Mackinlay
Paul Macpherson
Kenneth MacRae
Edward Mahon
Tom Mahon
Cliff Matson
George McGifford
Harvey McRae
James McSweeney
Nick Miller
Ray Millington
Bob Murphy
Ellis Noack
Bryan O’Connor
James O’Connor
Ian Parker
Norm Pilbeam
David Pitts
Terry Radecki
Trevor Rockliff
John Roberts
Chris Ryan
*Michael Sharkey
Kenneth Sims
Bill Skipper
John Smith
John Snell
David Spence
Ian Spiers
Mark Spooner
*Vicki Stanton
Phil Stonemanl
Bruce Stubley
Paul Taylor
Brian Tyler
Thomas Watts
Heather White
Miles Wilks
Bob Wilton
*Gary Wilton
Ian Wright
Thomas Watts

Gold
Gold
Bronze
Silver
Benefactor
Benefactor
Gold
Bronze
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Gold
Benefactor
Benefactor
Gold

*Membership Expired

Foundation

Benefactor
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Life
$250.00

Gold

5 years
$40.00

Life
$1,000
Silver

Fellow
3 years
$25.00

Life
$500

Bronze

1 year
$10.00

A club

1 year
$50.00
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2020 NSW Australian Football History Society Inc.
Financial Report - 1st January 2020 - 31st December 2020
INCOME
DESCRIPTION
Christmas Party 2019

2019

EXPENDITURE
2020

$300.00

2019

2020

$463.66

Acquisition (Book More of the Kangaroo. (QLD. AFL History)

$72.00

Crucial Paradigm (Web Site Host)

$250.80

Crucial Paradigm (Web Site SSL Certificate)

$274.80
$198.00

Dept. of Fair Trading Compliance Fees

$46.18

$47.19

$100.00

$0.00

IT Equipment

$3,934.04

$1,399.00

Journal 2018

$523.00

Donations

$1,946.43

Grant AFLNSWACT2019

$2,000.00

Grant AFLNSWACT 2020

$25.00
$5,000.00

$0.00

Journal 2019

$820.46

Journal 2020

$696.19

Memberships

$1,218.00

$1,555.00

Newsletter

$0.00

$0.00

$227.55

Office

$1,613.72

Office Equipment

$430.11
$378.94

Optus Monthly Internet

$599.40

$589.90

RAHS Affiliation

$119.00

$119.00

Sales Book

$10.00

Sales Other

$64.80

$25.00

$0.00

Software

$888.07

$809.41

Web Site Maintenance

$500.00

$1,500.00

$9,265.42

$7,335.00

TOTALS

Surplus Income over Expenditure
ASSETS
Cash at Bank
Cash PayPal (Website Memberships)
Office furniture and shelving
Computer Equipment #
Storage Equipment
Merchandise (other)
Sundries
TOTAL ASSETS

$5,539.23

$6,605.00

2019
-$3,726.19

2020
-$730.00

2019
2020
$11,274.73 $10,544.73
$636.19
$84.61
$1,360.00 $1,200.00
$8,650.00 $8,680.00
$280.00
$230.00
$200.00
$160.00
$100.00
$100.00
$22,500.92 $20,999.34

# - Purchased new printer and Surface Laptop
We have a number of software packages that we use at the office:
PaidMembershipsPro - This program adminsisters our membership renewals and notifications.
Adobe Acrobat - We use this program to edit and optimise pdf files of football records
AppGini - This program allows us to create online databases which we use for Accessioning Historical Items
and another database for keeping track of our finincials.
John Addison - Treasurer
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